Subject:

HOLDEN COMMODORE VZ V6 “SLOW A/C
COMPRESSOR RAMP UP”

TSB #:

26 12‐10

Date:

14/12/09

Ini al Once Read:

A customer may experience this issue of “slow compressor ramp up” on their Holden VZ V6. The slow
ramp up refers to the fact that the A/C system takes a while to get cold from the initial engine start,
with a cold engine. By the time the customer has driven to your premises the A/C system will be operating satisfactory and you may not be able to fault it.
If the customers VZ commodore build date is before 2006 you should suggest to the customer to
leave the vehicle overnight at your premises for an morning start, A/C temperature evaluation with a
cold engine (engine coolant temperature must be the same as ambient).

1. Vehicle set up for testing.
Connect pressure gauge set
to the A/C system. Insert a
digital thermometer into the
face and have a stop watch
at the ready to record time
taken for the A/C to get
cold.

6. If your recorded time
from the stop watch is
greater than 3 minutes
the compressor is suffering from “slow ramp up”.
Replace the compressor.

2. Ignition OFF. A/C system high and low pressures MUST be equalised
and be within specification depending on the
ambient temperature between 475 – 700 kPa
range both sides.

3. If the static pressures
are not equal, either below or above the specification for the ambient
temperature, this could
indicate a faulty TXV,
under or over charge

5. View your high pressure gauge. Stop your
stop watch when you
hear the engine A/C condenser cooling fan engage and record the
time.

4. Start the engine and
engage A/C. Start your
stop watch as soon as
you hear the compressor
clutch engage (visual or
audible). There is a 12
second delay between A/
C switch and the engine
computer which is normal.

The fan will operate
when the high side pressure is at approx 1500
kPa.
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The issue with the compressor is that the rear body sec on cas ng of the compressor is restric ng the “bleed” bore for the release of crankcase pressure (pressure behind the pistons)
and not allowing the compressor to go to full stroke.
Ensure that the compressor you are using to replace the faulty compressor has a build date on
the Delphi label of 06 (2006) or greater

2006
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